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Abstract1
Aviation is heavily affected by thunderstorms. Approaching storm cells with accompa-2
nying effects like heavy rain, hail or downdrafts cause delays and flight cancellations. As a3
negative result the airlines and airport operators have to bear high additional costs. Moreover,4
also flight’s safety and passengers’ comfort are reduced. A reliable thunderstorm forecast up5
to several hours ahead saves time for decision makers as airport authority, air traffic control,6
airline operation centre, and the crew in the cockpit for appropriate and harmonised reaction7
and for initiating adequate counteractions to mitigate the consequences of a thunderstorm.8
The algorithm Cb-LIKE (Cumulonimbus-Likelihood) has been developed to provide such9
forecasts. Cb-LIKE is an automated system which designates areas with possible thunder-10
storm development by using output of the COSMO-DE numerical weather prediction model11
operated by the German Meteorological Service (DWD). The algorithm includes a newly de-12
veloped ”Best-Member-Selection” which allows the automatic selection of that member of a13
COSMO-DE ensemble that matches best the current weather situation. An innovative fuzzy14
logic system combines selected model data and calculates a thunderstorm indicator for each15
grid point of the model domain for the following six hours in one hour intervals. Comparing16
thunderstorm observations by radar with Cb-LIKE forecasts in the summer period of 201217
verifies the algorithm and demonstrates the system’s performance. Moreover, the verification18
results allow to transform the Cb-LIKE indicator field into a field of thunderstorm probability.19
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1 Introduction24
Thunderstorms are one of the most exciting meteorological phenomena. They can be mainly ob-25
served on hot summer days when the atmosphere features perfect conditions for the development26
of enormous and deep convective cumulonimbus clouds. But not only meteorologists, almost all27
people are attracted to thunder, hail, lightnings, heavy rain, downdrafts or, in rare cases, torna-28
dos. Especially, the air transport system can be massively affected by storm cells. From 40 %29
up to 50 % of delays in Europe are caused by adverse weather events (EUROCONTROL, 2011)30
whereof thunderstorms have a large share. According to EUROCONTROL (2011), weather phe-31
nomena which bring about the biggest impact on delays within the European aviation are storm32
cells (30.9 %), snow and ice (22.1 %), low visibility and cloud ceiling (21.5 %) and also wind33
(14.5 %). In the USA thunderstorms are responsible for even up to 90 % of delays in aviation34
during the summer months (LEIGHTON, 2006). Delays and also flight cancellations cause high35
additional costs for airlines and airport operators. Besides there is also the problem of reduced36
comfort for aviation customers.37
Due to these negative impacts there is certainly a demand for thunderstorm prognoses of38
high quality. In the last decades scientists developed and applied many different methods and39
techniques which can be grouped in two categories: deterministic/short-term prognoses (0-140
h: nowcasting) on the one hand and probabilistic/long-term prognoses (1 h - several days:41
forecasting) on the other. The latter category includes approved methods like the use of sounding42
data which enables an estimation of the atmospheric conditions with regard to the development43
of thunderstorms (e.g. MUELLER et al., 1993; MANZATO, 2005). Another technique is the usage44
of a ”Model Output Statistics” (MOS) system for the incorporation of ”Numerical Weather45
Prediction” (NWP) model forecasts in traditional statistical methods (WILKS, 2006). Application46
examples of this approach in long-term storm forecasting can be found in TREPTE (2011) or47
SCHMEITS et al. (2005). A new technique is shown in KOBER et al. (2012) where a probabilistic48
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nowcasting method is combined with a high-resolution NWP model ensemble, facilitating49
probabilistic forecasts of convective events up to eight hours. Besides there are also many50
approved techniques applied in nowcasting of storms. A well-known tool is the ”Auto Nowcast51
System” (ANC) of the ”National Center for Atmospheric Research” (NCAR; MUELLER et al.,52
2003). This algorithm combines several data sources like radar/satellite data, soundings and more53
within a fuzzy logic system. Another possible approach is the usage of real-time lightning data54
which is presented in BETZ et al. (2008).55
In general, for several decades the most applied technique for deterministic nowcasting of56
thunderstorms has been the extrapolation of radar/satellite data in time. Various algorithms like57
TITAN (DIXON and WIENER, 1993), WDDS (EILTS and COAUTHORS, 1996) or SWIRLS58
(WONG et al., 2006) are based on this approach. Two of the more recent tools in this field are Rad-59
TRAM (”Radar Tracking And Monitoring”; KOBER and TAFFERNER, 2009) and Cb-TRAM60
(”Cumulonimbus Tracking And Monitoring”; ZINNER et al., 2008) which provide high-quality61
deterministic nowcasting of storm cells based on radar and satellite data.62
However, nowcasting of thunderstorms based on observations are limited to forecast horizons63
of one hour at most. On the other hand, decision makers in the aviation business as airport64
authority, air traffic control, airline operation centre, and the crew in the cockpit all claim the65
necessity of storm forecasts for some hours ahead for appropriate and harmonised reaction and66
for initiating adequate counteractions to mitigate the economic consequences of a thunderstorm67
and to preserve safety of the flight and comfort of the passengers. Therefore, an algorithm68
is required which provides high-quality storm forecasts up to several hours and connecting69
seamlessly to a nowcasting tool. To this end, Cb-LIKE has been developed at the DLR (Deutsches70
Zentrum fu¨r Luft- und Raumfahrt) Institute of Atmospheric Physics.71
A fuzzy logic approach is the heart of the new algorithm in Cb-LIKE. This technique72
combines particular NWP model output parameters and delivers the likelihood of thunderstorms73
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in terms of an indicator. In general, a fuzzy logic system allows a fast, realistic, problem74
related, and significant modelling of complex systems with nonlinear behaviour. Linguistic75
expressions can describe the system which makes it clearly easier in comparison to mathematical76
description methods. It allows to solve problems which arise from vague, ambiguous, incomplete77
or imprecise information (MURTHA, 1995). This is in particular valid for thunderstorm prognoses78
on the basis of model runs where unresolved features like soil moisture or convection have to79
be parameterized. Another issue are boundary and initial conditions of the numerical weather80
models. The use and the benefit of the application of a fuzzy logic system for meteorology81
are illustrated for example in the publications of MUELLER et al. (2003), HANSEN (2007) or82
KEIS (2015). The way of applying fuzzy logic solely to model data is an entirely new approach83
to forecast thunderstorms probabilistically several hours ahead. Another innovative part of the84
Cb-LIKE algorithm is a direct conjunction to an already existing nowcasting approach. This85
procedure, named ”Best-Member-Selection”, allows an automatic selection of the best initial86
data basis to calculate the thunderstorm forecasts.87
The data sources used in the Cb-LIKE algorithm are introduced briefly in section two. Section88
three contains an overview of the newly designed fuzzy logic system. Four case examples which89
give insight in the forecasting quality of the new algorithm are shown in chapter four. The ”Best-90
Member-Selection” is described in detail in section five. Chapter six includes some results of a91
thorough verification of Cb-LIKE for the full summer period of 2012.92
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2 Data sources93
We use the output of the COSMO-DE model of the German Meteorological Service (DWD)94
for the calculation of the thunderstorm forecasts within the Cb-LIKE algorithm. Therefore this95
model can be seen as the main data source. It is a nonhydrostatic numerical weather model with a96
resolution in the meso-γ scale (∆x ∼ 2.8 km) (SCHA¨TTLER et al., 2013). Within Middle Europe97
it possesses one of the highest resolutions among all available operational models. It provides98
forecasts up to 21 hours with a 3 hour update rate between 0000 and 2100 UTC and the domain99
covers Germany and parts of the neighbouring countries (figure 1). Its grid comprises 421x461100
points and 50 vertical height levels. In contrary to its precursors (e.g. COSMO-EU; SCHULZ101
and SCHA¨TTLER, 2010) the COSMO-DE model features a full resolution of large convective102
phenomena (no parameterization of deep convection) as a result of its high grid resolution103
(BALDAUF et al., 2011). As a consequence it is a logical choice for the application in operational104
thunderstorm forecasting in Middle Europe.105
The Rad-TRAM algorithm serves as second data source within Cb-LIKE and is used for106
the Best-Member-Selection and also for the verification of the Cb-LIKE prognoses. Rad-TRAM107
was developed at the DLR Institute for Atmospheric Physics and stand for ”Radar Tracking108
and Monitoring” and allows a reliable detection, tracking and nowcasting (0-1 h) of heavy109
precipitation cells (KOBER and TAFFERNER, 2009) using the European radar composite issued110
by the DWD. This consists of radar reflectivities given in six dBZ classes with a horizontal111
resolution of 2 km x 2 km and encompasses an area of 1800 km x 1800 km (WEIGL et al., 2005)112
as illustrated in figure 2. A heavy precipitation cell must consist of at least 21 contiguous pixels113
and features therefore a minimum size of 81 km2 (ZINNER et al., 2008). The reflectivity values of114
the radar composite are composed of measurements from 3-dimensional scans of various radars115
across Central Europe. Due to the fact that the Rad-TRAM domain covers nearly the complete116
COSMO-DE model area and renders the current storm situation, its application within the ”Best-117
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Member-Selection” and the verification of the Cb-LIKE forecasts is a sensible decision.118
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3 Fuzzy logic system119
In general, a fuzzy logic system consists of three different main steps (figure 3): fuzzification,120
inference and defuzzification. In the fuzzification step membership functions assign the incoming121
crisp variables (that is a parameter with a value, e.g. CAPE = 500 J/kg) to membership grades122
ranging from 0 to 1. These functions represent the so-called fuzzy input-sets of the fuzzy logic123
system and are always named by linguistic variables (e.g. ”low”, ”moderate”, ”high”). Hence,124
the fuzzy logic approach turns away from binary logic where only 0 and 1 exist and allows a125
statement over a parameter value to be partially true or false. Referring to Cb-LIKE, the used126
model parameters stand no longer solely pro or contra to thunderstorm development. They can127
now be rated as for example ”partly pro” or ”rather contra”. Thereby problems associated with128
traditional binary logic can be avoided and the solutions are more oriented to human reasoning.129
In the fuzzy inference step an ”if...then” decision rule base combines the membership grades130
of various input parameters (as defined by the fuzzy input sets) yielding fuzzy output sets.131
The decision rule base has to be developed first, thereby using facts and experiences from the132
”knowledge base” (figure 3). Thirdly, the defuzzification step calculates the final output from133
the fuzzy output sets. This represents again a crisp parameter (hence, a parameter with a value),134
in case of Cb-LIKE a so-called ”thunderstorm indicator” with a value between 0 and 100. The135
fuzzy logic system adapted to the requirements of Cb-LIKE is presented in the following, mostly136
refering to JANTZEN (1998) or ROSS (2010).137
We apply four COSMO-DE model parameters in the fuzzy logic system which are CAPE138
(Convective Available Potential Energy), Omega on the 500 hPa level (vertical wind), the139
radar reflectivity (dBZ) and the cloud top temperature (IR 10.8, derived from satellite data).140
In literature these four are well-known and often used parameters with regard to thunderstorm141
detection as well as forecasting and include three different parameters in meteorology. CAPE142
gives information about the state of the atmosphere whereas the vertical wind Omega is used as an143
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indicator for the initiation of thunderstorms. The radar reflectivity and cloud top temperature are144
often used for the detection of already developed thunderstorm cells. Hence these four parameters145
are predestinated for the application in Cb-LIKE.146
3.1 Fuzzy input sets - Fuzzification147
The fuzzy input sets developed for the fuzzification step are illustrated in figure 4 (a) - (d).148
The respective value range of each parameter is depicted on the abscissa whereas the ordinate149
comprises the membership grade between 0 and 1 in each figure. Three different membership150
functions named by the linguistic variables ”low”, ”moderate” and ”high” are used for each151
parameter. An outline of the value ranges comprised by all membership functions can be found152
in table 1. Among many possible forms (see for example KLIR and YUAN, 1995) we apply for153
all sets standard trapezoidal shapes which are often used in meteorological fuzzy logic systems154
like for example MURTHA (1995) or KEIS (2015). The transition areas between the individual155
membership functions, which enable the fuzzification of the crisp input parameters, are kept156
symmetrical. For example a value of CAPE = 500 J/kg would be assigned to the sets low and157
moderate with a respective membership grade of 0.5. The fact that the assignment of the input158
values to the fuzzy sets is not limited by the value range of the crisp parameter is a further159
advantage of the application of a fuzzy logic system because an input value lying beyond the160
value range will automatically be assigned to the lowest or highest set. For instance, the fuzzy161
input sets which are defined for the vertical movement Omega do not comprise positive values162
and therefore do not cover downdrafts at a first glance. But if a grid point possesses a positive163
Omega it will automatically be assigned to the fuzzy set ”low”. This set indicates rather no storm164
development and therefore downdrafts are taken into account within the Cb-LIKE algorithm.165
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3.2 Fuzzy logic inference - Rule base166
The connection between the fuzzy input and output sets (see chapter 3.3) is provided by the167
fuzzy inference step. It presumes the construction of a so-called rule base consisting of several168
”if...then” decision rules. The ”if” portion of a rule refers to the membership grade in one of the169
fuzzy input sets whereas the ”then” portion refers to the ”consequences” in the associated output170
set. For example, the strongest rule in Cb-LIKE concerning thunderstorm development consists171
of the following ”if...then” combination:172
• If (CAPEhigh & Omegahigh & Radarhigh & CloudToplow) Then Indicatorveryhigh173
These rules, which have to be defined for each fuzzy system, of course should reflect physical174
relations but they also depend strongly on the expert knowledge of the developer. The total175
amount of rules is the product of the number of fuzzy input sets describing the fuzzy system. In176
case of Cb-LIKE, three fuzzy input sets for each of the four parameters lead to the total amount177
of 34 = 81 rules. For a structured conjunction of the rules with the output sets, we applied the178
approach of a weighted average in Cb-LIKE. For this purpose a ”virtual” score is first assigned179
to each fuzzy input set, +1 for sets which indicate thunderstorm development, 0 for neutral and180
-1 for fuzzy sets indicating no storm development, see table 2. The next step is the calculation of181
the weighted average m for each rule by182
m =
n∑
i=1
xigi
n∑
i=1
gi
, (3.1)
where xi stands for the virtual score of each fuzzy input set, gi denotes the associated183
weighting and i moves over all sets combined within a rule, hence n = 4 in our case here.184
Within this setting of Cb-LIKE all fuzzy input sets are equally weighted (gi = 1). Therefore, the185
weighted averagem can attain values from -1 up to +1 for any of the 81 ”if...then” decision rules.186
Its general conjunction to the fuzzy output sets is illustrated in table 3. For example the strongest187
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rule indicating storm development as shown before attains a weighted average m of +1.0 and is188
linked to the output set ”very high”. An overview of the symmetrical distribution of all 81 rules189
to the five output sets dependent on m can be found in table 4.190
3.3 Fuzzy output sets - Defuzzification191
The fuzzy output sets are illustrated in figure 5. The ordinate comprises again the membership192
grade from 0 up to 1 whereas the abscissa extends over a value range from 0 up to 100 which193
represents the ”thunderstorm indicator” and is covered by five membership functions. Two of194
them feature the shape of a triangle (”low” & ”high”) the other three possess a trapezoidal195
form (”very low”, ”moderate”, ”very high”). The transition areas between the sets are again196
kept symmetrical. Note that the minimum and maximum values of the indicator are not 0 and197
100 but 11.6¯6 and 88.3¯3, respectively, resulting from the centre-of-gravity rule applied to the half198
trapezoidal shape of the two extreme output sets ”very low” and ”very high”. For the calculation199
of the final indicator the membership grade of each output set has to be determined by the200
weighted and assigned decision rules as described before. In Cb-LIKE the Root-Sum-Square201
(RSS) (e.g. UMOH et al., 2010) approach is applied for this step,202
µj =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
R2i . (3.2)
Ri is the strength of each decision rule. The ”strength” depends on the weakest ”if” portion203
which is the degree of membership of each input parameter to the corresponding fuzzy input204
set(s). Therefore, Ri represents the strengths from 0 up to 1 of the n rules which are linked to205
the same fuzzy output set (table 3). Hence this approach enables the best weighted membership206
grade µj between 0 and 1 of each fuzzy output set j under the influence of all affected (”firing”)207
rules.208
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For the final calculation of the thunderstorm indicator we used the ”Weighted Average Method”209
(e.g. ROSS, 2010),210
z =
m∑
j=1
µj ∗ wj
m∑
j=1
µj
, (3.3)
where wj represents the centre of gravity of the output membership function j. For Cb-LIKE,211
5 output sets are defined, hencem = 5. z denotes the finally calculated weighted centre of gravity212
of all weighted input membership functions. Its x-value finally represents the wanted crisp output,213
in case of Cb-LIKE the thunderstorm indicator which varies between 11.6¯6 und 88.3¯3.214
4 Case studies215
The following section presents the functional principle of Cb-LIKE. At first the impact of the four216
different input parameter values on the calculation of the thunderstorm indicator is illustrated in217
three examples. Afterwards a real case including up to six hours of thunderstorm forecasting is218
presented in order to demonstrate the performance of Cb-LIKE.219
4.1 Example case: Impact of different input parameter values220
In order to show the functional principle of Cb-LIKE in connection with input parameters indi-221
cating rather no thunderstorm development, they are set on the values CAPE = 450 J/kg, Omega222
= -45 hPa/h, Radar reflectivity = 23 dBZ, and Cloud top temperature = 260 K, respectively.223
From figures 4 (a) - (d), we see that these input parameters are consequently assigned to the fuzzy224
input sets ”low” and ”moderate” for CAPE, Omega and radar reflectivity and to ”moderate”225
and ”high” for cloud top temperature. The Cb-LIKE algorithm calculates a resulting ”low”226
thunderstorm indicator (value 29.5) as illustrated in figure 6 (a), where the five fuzzy output227
sets attain the membership grades ”very low” (0.42), ”low” (0.96), ”moderate”(0.27), ”high” (0),228
and ”very high” (0) according to the rule base.229
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The second example demonstrates the performance of Cb-LIKE when the input parameters230
CAPE = 950 J/kg, Omega = -98 hPa/h, Radar reflectivity = 41 dBZ, and Cloud top temperature231
= 228 K indicate that a thunderstorm is likely to develop. The assigned fuzzy input sets read232
”moderate/high” for CAPE, Omega and radar reflectivity and ”low/moderate” for the cloud top233
temperature, resulting in a rather high thunderstorm indicator of 67.1 as illustrated in figure234
6 (b). According to the rule base the five fuzzy output sets attain the membership grades235
”very low” (0), ”low” (0), ”moderate”(0.48), ”high” (0.85), and ”very high” (0.32). Due to the236
highest membership grade of the output set ”high” and a higher grade of the set ”moderate” in237
comparison to ”very high”, the averaged value over all fuzzy output sets attains a x-value of 67.1.238
The third example demonstrates the behaviour of Cb-LIKE when some input parameters239
indicate a storm development and others don’t, as outlined in the values of CAPE = 450240
J/kg, Omega = -98 hPa/h, Radar reflectivity = 41 dBZ, and Cloud top temperature = 260 K.241
An inconsistent value distribution like this (two of four parameters indicate a possible storm242
development) is not reasonable regarding the real atmosphere but can occur as a consequence of243
the inadequate model physics.244
The assigned fuzzy input sets then read ”low/moderate” for CAPE, ”moderate/high” for245
Omega and the radar reflectivity and ”high/moderate” for the cloud top temperature. Cb-246
LIKE calculates a rather neutral thunderstorm indicator of 46.1 as illustrated in figure 6 (c)247
with the membership grades of the five fuzzy output sets of ”very low” (0), ”low” (0.87),248
”moderate”(0.64), ”high” (0.48), and ”very high” (0).249
4.2 Example case: 22 June 2011250
Now, we demonstrate the performance of Cb-LIKE to forecast thunderstorms up to six hours251
ahead of time. In the afternoon of 22 June 2011, a distinct upper level trough caused high252
thunderstorm activity over Central Europe. The axis of the trough extended from the British253
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Islands across France such that Germany and parts of the neighbouring countries lay on its254
forefront which is generally characterized by a destabilized atmosphere. We used the 1200 UTC255
COSMO-DE model-run for Cb-LIKE to forecast storm indicators between 1300 and 1800 UTC256
in one hour intervals. In figure 7 the forecasted thunderstorm indicators are plotted as coloured257
surfaces together with heavy precipitation cells as observed by Rad-TRAM (threshold 37 dBZ)258
at the respective time to verify the Cb-LIKE forecasts.259
Figure 7 (a) displays major Rad-TRAM objects west of the French-Swiss border and over260
central and northern Germany at 1300 UTC. The associated one hour forecast of Cb-LIKE261
shows a very good accordance of coloured surfaces including high indicator values up to 80 to262
the observations west of the French-Swiss border. In central and northern Germany the highest263
indicator values are slightly displaced to the east in relation to the observed Rad-TRAM objects.264
At 1400 and 1500 UTC (figures 7 (b) and (c)) the thunderstorm activity over Central Europe265
shifts towards east. Over central and northern Germany the Rad-TRAM objects now overlap very266
well with high indicator surfaces of Cb-LIKE. A further area of heavy precipitation is observed267
south-east of Munich and well forecast by Cb-LIKE with indicator values of 60/70 for 14 UTC268
and 80 for 15 UTC, respectively. Also the thunderstorm activity at the French-Swiss border is269
still satisfactorily covered by high indicator values. At 1600 UTC (figure 7 (d)) the thunderstorm270
activity has further moved towards north-east. The four hour forecast of Cb-LIKE still shows high271
indicator values in areas where heavy rain is observed, especially over north-eastern Germany272
and on half way between Munich and Vienna. The Cb-LIKE forecasts for northern Switzerland273
and south-western Germany are also quite good. Even the five and six hours forecasts of Cb-LIKE274
(for 1700 and 1800 UTC, see figures 7 (e) and (f)) are quite satisfying in general. Nevertheless,275
in some areas, as for example over northern Switzerland and South-West Germany, the highest276
indicator values now show a noticeable spatial displacement in comparison to the observed storm277
activity.278
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In summary the Cb-LIKE algorithm shows a satisfying forecasting performance for the279
chosen example case. The four input parameters used to compute the indicator are shown280
separately in figures 8 (a) - (d) together with the Rad-TRAM observations. The parameters base281
on the 1200 UTC COSMO-DE model run and are valid for 1600 UTC. The respective Cb-LIKE282
forecast is displayed on figure 7 (d). Each input parameter denotes very large areas in which a283
development of thunderstorms is likely. These areas are much bigger than the corresponding284
Cb-LIKE prognoses. Additionally, all four input parameters tend to overforecast areas with285
possible thunderstorm development especially in the eastern (CAPE) and north/north-western286
parts (OMEGA, Cloud top temperature, Radar reflectivity) of the model domain. Hence, only the287
fuzzy combination of the parameters features a better forecast in terms of less overforecasting288
and smaller areas of thunderstorm developments.289
5 Best-Member-Selection290
TAFFERNER et al. (2002) proposed the idea of a ”Best-Member-Selection” which was later291
applied to satellite image matching by TAFFERNER et al. (2008). A variant of this technique is292
developed here for Cb-LIKE in order to provide the best possible COSMO-DE model output for293
the fuzzy logic system. The ”Best-Member-Selection” automatically selects that model run out294
of a time-lagged ensemble which matches best the current observed weather situation. Due to the295
fact that the latest (youngest) model run does not always provide the best depiction of the current296
thunderstorm situation and therefore does not offer the best starting position for calculating297
thunderstorm prognoses, the implementation of the ”Best-Member-Selection” is a sensible step.298
Since the maximum forecast lead time of COSMO-DE is 21 hours with a new start each 3299
hours, the time-lagged ensemble is limited to the last five model runs to ensure thunderstorm300
predictions up to six hours. If for example the Cb-LIKE forecasts are calculated at 1400 UTC301
time, the model runs issued at 1200, 0900, 0600, 0300 and 0000 UTC will be available and used302
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to search for the best ensemble member compared to the current thunderstorm situation. The303
thunderstorm situation is thereby represented by heavy precipitation cells as they are detected by304
Rad-TRAM out of the European radar composite with a minimum threshold of 37 dBZ. For a305
sensible comparison between the model runs and Rad-TRAM data, synthetic heavy precipitation306
cells are computed from the COSMO-DE radar-field output using the same threshold. Finally the307
synthetic precipitation cells of a model run which match best the cells observed by Rad-TRAM308
define the best member. Generally speaking, the ”Best-Member-Selection” serves as an interface309
allowing to combine nowcast and forecast techniques to provide seamless predictions over many310
time horizons.311
Altogether the ”Best-Member-Selection” implemented in Cb-LIKE offers four different312
modes to select the best ensemble member. They read as follows:313
Object comparison. The first mode provides an object comparison of the COSMO-DE314
synthetic radar data of the time-lagged ensemble with Rad-TRAM objects. For each model run315
the number of synthetic radar objects which overlap with Rad-TRAM objects at the current point316
of time is determined. A single overlapping grid point is sufficient to count the synthetic radar317
object as a match. That model run of the time-lagged ensemble with the most matching objects318
will automatically be chosen for the application in the fuzzy logic system. If two or more model319
runs possess the same number of matches, the latest run will be selected.320
Grid point comparison. In this case, the selection criterion for the best fitting model run is the321
highest number of matching grid points between forecast (synthetic radar cell grid points) and322
observation (grid points occupied by Rad-TRAM objects). This comparison is very strict, as it323
counts matching grid points only.324
Object ratio. The third mode calculates the object ratio Or = Oo/Oa to select the best fitting325
COSMO-DE model run. Oo represents the total number of synthetic radar objects of a model326
run which overlap at least at one grid point with Rad-TRAM objects and Oa is the number of all327
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synthetic radar objects of the run. That member of the ensemble is chosen as best which possesses328
the highest object ratio Or. In contrast to the ”classical” object comparison described above, the329
Or method is more rigorous with wrongly forecast synthetic radar objects: The more synthetic330
radar objects exist without any overlap to Rad-TRAM objects the smaller Or will become and the331
respective ensemble member will be sorted out. Or, inversely, when only a few synthetic radar332
objects exist in the domain and some of them overlap with observations, Or will become quite333
large.334
Grid point ratio. The fourth mode utilizes the grid point ratio Gr = Go/Ga to filter out the335
best COSMO-DE model run, where Go is the number of grid points of matching synthetic radar336
objects of a model run and Ga signifies all grid points occupied by synthetic radar objects. Similar337
to Or, also Gr is more strict compared to the ”classical” grid point method. Since it counts grid338
points instead of objects this method is the most rigorous one of all the four introduced methods.339
5.1 Example case: 15 August 2012 - 1500 UTC340
The following example case illustrates the advantage of the application of the ”Best-Member-341
Selection” within the Cb-LIKE algorithm. Figures 9 (a) to (e) show the thunderstorm situation342
in Upper Bavaria at 1400 UTC on 15 August 2012. One blue polygon represents a small heavy343
precipitation cell observed by Rad-TRAM in the southwest of the German Aerospace Centre in344
Oberpfaffenhofen (marked with ”DLR”). The coloured surfaces show the COSMO-DE synthetic345
radar reflectivity fields of a specific model run of the time-lagged ensemble, respectively. In346
figure 9 (a) we display the radar reflectivity of the most recent model run from 1200 UTC. There347
is almost no match of reflectivity values higher than 19 dBZ and the observation. Therefore, the348
two-hour prognosis gives a rather weak indication of the observed thunderstorm situation at 1400349
UTC. The radar reflectivity field from the 0900 UTC run shows better results (figure 9 (b)) as a350
larger area of reflectivity values higher than 19 and even higher than 28 dBZ matches with the351
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southern part of the observed heavy precipitation cell. In contrast the synthetic radar reflectivity352
fields of the model runs from 0600 and 0300 UTC (figure 9 (c) - (d)) show only a small match of353
dBZ values between 7 and 19 with the observed Rad-TRAM cell. Finally, the oldest model run354
from 0000 UTC yields no reflectivity values higher than 7 dBZ in accordance with the observed355
Rad-TRAM cell. In conclusion, the COSMO-DE model run from 0900 UTC represents best the356
current weather situation at 1400 UTC in comparison to all other model runs of the time-lagged357
ensemble.358
As a consequence, the calculation of the Cb-LIKE indicators starting at 1400 UTC and359
applying the ”Best-Member-Selection” (using the Grid-Point-Ratio or Grid-Point Comparison)360
should lead to a better forecasting performance one hour later at 1500 UTC. Figures 10 (a) -361
(e) display the thunderstorm situation in Upper Bavaria at 1500 UTC on 15 August 2012. Two362
blue polygons represent a small and a large heavy precipitation cell observed by Rad-TRAM in363
the southwest of the German Aerospace Centre in Oberpfaffenhofen (marked with ”DLR”). The364
coloured surfaces show the Cb-LIKE indicator fields using data from the last five COSMO-DE365
model runs of the time-lagged ensemble. Indeed, the Cb-LIKE prognosis based on the 0900 UTC366
run (figure 10 (b)) shows the best performance as two areas with indicator values higher than 50367
are calculated whereof one matches with the southern part of the observed area. The Cb-LIKE368
forecast based on the model run from 0300 UTC shows a slight overlap with the large Rad-369
TRAM cell with indicator values between 40 and 60. The prognoses based on the 1200, 0600 and370
0000 UTC runs, respectively, show overlaps with only low indicator values between 30 and 40.371
Notably, the Cb-LIKE forecast based on the latest model run features the worst performance. To372
conclude, the ”Best-Member-Selection” is a useful tool, resulting in a better Cb-LIKE prognoses,373
since the latest model run does not necessarily provide the best data basis for a thunderstorm374
forecast.375
When the domain, for which the Cb forecast is applied, is large, like for example the area376
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of Germany, it is often not clear which model run matches best the current weather situation.377
Thunderstorms may occur at the same time in different regions which are far apart from each378
other. Hence, different model runs can simultaneously match well the thunderstorm situation in379
one of the regions and fail to predict the Cb activity in other regions. In such a case it is not380
well defined which thunderstorm activity is more important to be forecasted for a possible user381
and which individual model run is the best to be selected automatically. Therefore, the ”Best-382
Member-Selection” should be applied when the focus lies on small domains (e.g. an airport383
environment or a city area) in which thunderstorms develop or don’t develop for the same384
meteorological reasons.385
6 Verification of Cb-LIKE386
Verification is an indispensable part of meteorological research and operational forecasting387
activities. If the methodology is properly designed, verification results can effectively meet the388
needs of many diverse groups, including modellers, forecasters and users of forecast information389
(Casati et al., 2008). We now describe the performance of Cb-LIKE in the framework of a390
verification exercise in the summer period of 2012 for the area of Germany. For this exercise391
the ”Best-Member-Selection” is not used.392
We compare Cb-LIKE objects with heavy precipitation cells as detected by Rad-TRAM and393
forecasted by the COSMO-DE synthetic radar field which can also be used as thunderstorm394
forecast. By comparing both prognosis fields, we evaluate if the new algorithm represents an395
improvement in terms of thunderstorm forecasting on the basis of COSMO-DE model data.396
Before giving an outline of the ”Neighbourhood Verification”, the verification scores which397
are used are introduced briefly. The definite forecast objects from Cb-LIKE and the synthetic398
radar data represent binary (yes/no or 0/1) thunderstorm prognoses. These are also called399
”dichotomous forecasts”, see for example DOSWELL III et al. (1990). So-called 2x2 contingency400
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tables are traditionally applied for the verification of these forecasts (see figure 11). According401
to e.g. WILKS (2006), these kind of tables include four possible forecast/observation pairs which402
are described as403
• ”Hit” - The event was successfully forecasted to occur;404
• ”False alarm” - The event was forecasted to occur but did not occur;405
• ”Miss” - The event occurs but was not forecasted;406
• ”Correct negative” - The event did not occur after a forecast that it would not occur.407
The usage of these four forecast/observation pairs is a useful way to show the errors caused by a408
forecasting algorithm. A perfect prognosis would only produce ”hits” and ”correct negatives”.409
On the basis of 2x2 contingency tables many different verification scores can be calculated410
which describe different aspects of forecasting quality. Here we introduce four of them.411
The first one is the ”False Alarm Ratio” (FAR). This quantity412
FAR =
false alarms
hits+ false alarms
(6.1)
measures the fraction of forecasted events which do not occur. Its value range comprises 0 up413
to 1, a perfect forecast would attain a FAR = 0.414
Additionally the ”Probability of Detection” (POD) is calculated by415
POD =
hits
hits+misses
. (6.2)
This parameter represents the portion of observed events which are correctly forecasted. It416
also covers a value range from 0 up to 1 and a perfect forecast would attain a POD = 1.417
The third verification score is the BIAS418
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BIAS =
hits+ false alarms
hits+misses
, (6.3)
which measures the ratio of forecasted to observed events. It encompasses a value range from419
0 up to∞ whereas its perfect value is 1. The BIAS indicates if a forecasting algorithm calculates420
too few (BIAS <1) or too many (BIAS >1) objects in comparison to the number of observed421
objects.422
The forth verification score is the ”Critical Success Index” (CSI),423
CSI =
hits
hits+misses+ false alarms
. (6.4)
It illustrates the fraction of correct forecasted events to all events. It ranges between 0 and424
1 with a perfect value of 1. The CSI is sensitive towards ”hits” but punishes on the other side425
”misses” and ”false alarms” simultaneously.426
6.1 Neighbourhood Verification427
The so-called ”Neighbourhood Verification” approach as described in e.g. EBERT (2006) or428
CASATI et al. (2004) compares forecast and observed objects deterministically. But in contrast429
to the classical box-to-box method, before starting the matching, the forecast fields are blurred430
by using a certain neighbourhood around the specific grid point to be compared (see figure 12).431
Hence, the observation is matched to the blurred forecast allowing a certain spatial distance432
between observed and forecasted thunderstorm objects. An object that is correctly forecasted433
in time but spatially somewhat displaced to the observation would then still be rated as a true434
prognosis and not as a false one as in the classical box-to-box comparison. The ”Neighbourhood435
Verification” approach is a sensible concession to thunderstorm forecasting algorithms because436
thunderstorm cells are small-scale and short-living weather phenomena and therefore difficult to437
predict precisely in location and time. Typically in the ”Neighbourhood Verification” approach,438
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the objects are compared for incrementally larger neighbourhoods so that one can determine the439
scale at which a desired level of skill is attained by the forecast (GILLELAND et al., 2009).440
In the present verification we apply the technique of ”Multi-event contingency tables” (see441
ATGER, 2001) within the ”Neighbourhood Verification”. The traditional 2x2 contingency table442
uses a single definition of an event, typically whether or not the value of the variable exceeds443
a given intensity threshold. The ”Multi-event contingency table” method not only extends the444
2x2 contingency table to several intensity thresholds, it further allows additional dimensions like445
thresholds on spatial and temporal closeness to be included (EBERT, 2008). Here we use two446
different dimensions to verify the Cb-LIKE forecasts. For dimension 1 we set several thresholds447
to determine the forecast objects. These could be indicator or dBZ values. Dimension 2 includes448
different spatial distances between forecast and observation object which are determined by449
different neighbourhood sizes. Hence, we evaluate the forecast fields on different scales and450
find the best setting of threshold and neighbourhood size for Cb-LIKE.451
6.2 Setting of the verification452
The verification scores are calculated for nine different neighbourhood sizes comprising 1x1 up453
to 31x31 grid points, see table 5. We call the collective of all neighbourhoods a ”neighbourhood454
ensemble”. The thresholds which define the Cb-LIKE forecast objects range from indicator 20455
to indicator 80; the thresholds for the synthetic radar field range from 10 to 60 dBZ, see table 6.456
The threshold value of 37 dBZ is used for a direct comparison with the observed precipitation457
depicted as Rad-TRAM objects. Again, we name the collective of all thresholds ”threshold458
ensembles”.459
The verification domain covers the grid points 100-280 in x-direction and 90-390 in y-460
direction of the COSMO-DE model domain and therefore depicts an area of nearly 400.000461
km2 (grid size is 2.8 km) of Germany and little parts of the neighbouring countries. For this462
domain, radar data are readily available from DWD.463
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The time period of the verification encompasses the summer of 2012 starting at 01 June up464
to 30 September (122 days). Eight model runs per day under application of one up to six hours465
of forecast imply overall 5.856 calculation steps. The verification results are averaged over all466
calculation steps. For the object comparison we applied the ”Multi-event contingency tables”467
approach featuring a minimum overlap criterion (see ATGER, 2001). Hence, only one grid point468
of overlap between observation and forecast plus neighbourhood is required for a positive object469
matching. Only forecast objects featuring at least 20 grid points, a minimum area of 156,8 km2470
are taken into consideration. Hence, the smallest forecast object is about the same size as the471
smallest possible Rad-TRAM heavy precipitation cell which consists of at least 21 pixels with a472
resolution of 2x2 km2 and cover therefore a surface of 84 km2, cf. Chapter 2.473
6.3 Results474
Figures 13 (a) and (b) show the calculated BIAS for Cb-LIKE and the synthetic radar field. Both475
figures illustrate the results for all 63 possible pairs of the two ensembles. For indicators of 20476
and 30 the BIAS attains values > 1 for the most neighbourhoods. This means that the Cb-LIKE477
algorithm tends to overforecasting for these thresholds when applied for defining the forecast478
objects. For indicators of 40 or higher the BIAS attains consistently values < 1. The higher479
the thunderstorm indicator the lower is the total number of forecasted thunderstorm objects.480
The alteration of the BIAS dependent on the different neighbourhood sizes shows also some481
interesting characteristics. It becomes smaller for larger edge lengths of the neighbourhoods482
referred to the indicators of 20 and 30. A possible explanation for this behaviour is a merging483
of many small into few large forecast objects due to the growing neighbourhoods. This causes484
the total number of Cb-LIKE forecast objects and therefore the BIAS to decrease. In contrast485
the BIAS attains higher values for larger neighbourhoods associated with indicators of 40 or486
higher. In this case merging is more unlikely because Cb-LIKE objects are smaller on average487
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and exhibits a larger spatial distance among themselves due to the higher thresholds. A probable488
explication is an increasing number of Cb-LIKE objects which exceeds the minimum threshold489
of 20 grid points because of the increasing neighbourhood sizes before being sorted out. As a490
consequence, these objects are now additionally taken into account for the verification and cause491
the BIAS to rise. A BIAS = 1 can obviously be reached with an indicator threshold between 30492
and 40.493
The synthetic radar field features a similar distribution of the BIAS. The thresholds from 10494
up to 40 dBZ reveal distinct more forecast than observed objects (BIAS > 1). This is valid over495
the complete neighbourhood ensemble associated to the low dBZ thresholds. The BIAS values496
are also noticeably higher than for the Cb-LIKE output. For dBZ values of 50 or higher the BIAS497
drops below 1 due to a rapid decrease of the total number of forecasted synthetic radar objects of498
that high intensity. With respect to the different neighbourhood sizes the alteration of the BIAS499
for the synthetic radar field follows the same rules as previously explained for Cb-LIKE. For the500
37-dBZ threshold, the one taken in Rad-TRAM, the COSMO-DE model calculates 1.69 to 1.19501
time more heavy precipitation cells than observed in the complete neighbourhood ensemble. A502
perfect BIAS probably lies close to the threshold of 40 dBZ.503
In order to assess the quality of forecasts from Cb-LIKE and the synthetic radar field, one504
should search for the thresholds which result in a BIAS value of 1. Then, both prognosis fields505
calculate an approximate equal number of objects and can be compared with regard to their506
general forecasting performance. As illustrated in figure 14, the required thresholds for Cb-LIKE507
and the synthetic radar field are an indicator of 30 and 41 dBZ, respectively. Averaged over508
the neighbourhood ensemble the BIAS attains a value of approximately 1 for both data fields.509
Figure 15 illustrates the results for the FAR for these two thresholds. It can be seen that the510
Cb-LIKE algorithm exhibits a lower ”False Alarm Ratio” (less false alarms) than the synthetic511
radar field over all neighbourhoods. Figure 16 presents the final results for the ”Probability of512
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Detection”. Cb-LIKE shows higher POD values over the complete neighbourhood ensemble than513
the COSMO-DE synthetic radar field. Hence the observed Rad-TRAM heavy precipitation cells514
are better forecasted with Cb-LIKE. Figure 17, finally, exhibits the ”Critical Success Index” and515
illustrates that the fraction of correctly forecasted events to all events is higher for Cb-LIKE than516
for the synthetic radar field. In summary, the comparison of both data fields for an approximately517
equal BIAS value of 1 illustrates a better performance of Cb-LIKE. The new forecast algorithm518
features less false alarms, more correctly predicted Rad-TRAM heavy precipitation cells and519
also a higher portion of correct forecasted events. Nevertheless, in all three verification scores520
it is observed that the quality of forecasts based on the synthetic radar field catches up with the521
Cb-LIKE forecasts with increasing neighbourhood sizes. The larger the neighbourhood the less522
the spatial error between forecast and observation influences the verification results.523
6.4 Thunderstorm probability and neighourhood size524
Eventually, the comprehensive results of the verification enable the transformation of the Cb-525
LIKE thunderstorm indicators into thunderstorm probabilities. We apply the calculated FAR for526
this purpose. This verification score describes the average probability of a forecasting object527
being a false alarm. Thereby (1-FAR) represents the mean probability of a Cb-LIKE forecast528
object hitting a Rad-TRAM observation. If, for example, the Cb-LIKE objects defined with an529
indicator threshold of 50 feature a FAR of 0,7 (70 %), 30 percent of these objects would hit an530
observation. Hence, the indicator of 50 is equivalent to a mean thunderstorm probability of 30531
%.532
Table 7 (left table) presents the mean ”False Alarm Ratios” for all indicator thresholds (20 up533
to 80) for the smallest neighbourhood of the neighbourhood ensemble. The average thunderstorm534
probability in percent (right column of the table) is calculated by (1 − FAR) ∗ 100. The table535
illustrates an increase of the thunderstorm probability for higher indicators. It is only 25 % for536
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an indicator threshold of 20 but rises up to 51 % for an indicator of 50. The growth of the537
thunderstorm probability for higher indicators is a sensible characteristic due to the fact that538
higher indicators suggest a state of the atmosphere which is more prone to the development of539
thunderstorms.540
Table 7 (right table) shows the same quantities for a neighbourhood with an edge length of541
53.2 km. As one might expect, the thunderstorm probabilities reach higher values compared to542
the smaller neighbourhood size. Indicator thresholds of 20/50/80 represent mean thunderstorm543
probabilities of 53/79/90 %, respectively. The higher values follow from a higher fuzziness of544
the Cb-LIKE forecasts caused by the larger neighbourhood. In the case at hand the Cb-LIKE545
forecasts can be located within a distance of 53.2 km to the observation and still be rated as a546
matching forecast. The neighbourhood size should always be chosen according to the application547
in mind. For example, the size of about 50 km is an appropriate value when considering airport548
environments, the so-called ”Terminal Maneuvering Area”.549
7 Conclusions and outlook550
Cb-LIKE calculates probabilistic thunderstorm forecasts up to six hours and follows up the551
deterministic nowcasting for time horizons between 0 and 1 hour. The two prognosis regimes552
are seamlessly coupled by a ”Best-Member-Selection”. This tool chain fulfils the requirements553
as pointed out by aviation stakeholders to provide observations and forecasts of thunderstorm554
cell developments from now to several hours ahead in time. We chose the COSMO-DE model555
which is operated by the German Meteorological Service (see BALDAUF et al., 2011) as data556
source. This nonhydrostatic numerical weather model provides one of the highest grid resolution557
among all available operational models in Middle Europe and in addition a full calculation of558
deep convection (no parametrization). Hence it is the first option for calculating probabilistic559
thunderstorm forecasts in Middle Europe. The first section of the Cb-LIKE algorithm includes560
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the newly developed ”Best-Member-Selection”. This part allows the automatic choice of the561
specific COSMO-DE model run out of a (time-lagged) ensemble which matches best the current562
weather situation. We do the matching by a comparison between observed (Rad-TRAM) and563
synthetic (COSMO-DE model) radar objects. Afterwards the model output fields of the selected564
model run are combined within a newly developed fuzzy logic system. Fuzzy logic enables565
generally the conjunction of several data fields applying human reasoning and expert knowledge566
simultaneously. Altogether we utilize four COSMO-DE model output fields (CAPE, OMEGA567
at 500 hPa, Cloud top temperature and Radar reflectivity) within the fuzzy logic system. A so-568
called thunderstorm indicator for each grid point of the COSMO-DE model domain and for569
all output times up to 6 hours in one hour intervals represents the final output. This quantity can570
attain values between 11.6¯6 and 88.3¯3. The higher the value the more the input model parameters571
indicate the development/existence of thunderstorms.572
A thorough verification over the summer period of 2012 shows the general quality of the573
Cb-LIKE forecasts. For this purpose we verified Cb-LIKE forecasts and the synthetic radar field574
of the COSMO-DE model against heavy precipitation cells observed by Rad-TRAM by using a575
deterministic object comparison under application of a so-called ”Neighbourhood Verification”576
approach (see e.g. EBERT, 2008) and ”Multi-event contingency tables” (see ATGER, 2001). The577
results show that the new algorithm Cb-LIKE is an improvement in forecasting thunderstorms578
on the basis of the COSMO-DE model. Eventually, the verification results allow to map the579
Cb-LIKE thunderstorm indicator values into thunderstorm probability values.580
Besides the first setting of the Cb-LIKE algorithm presented in this publication several581
enhancements of the system are possible for the future:582
• Application of the COSMO-DE EPS instead of the COSMO-DE model as data source583
(COSMO-DE EPS = 20 members per run; THEIS et al., 2005) or KENDA (”Km-Scale584
Ensemble-Based Data Assimilation”; REICH et al. (2011) - future project for the improve-585
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ment of the forecasting of convective situations).586
• Utilization of more meteorological parameters within the fuzzy logic system which are587
also indicators of a possible thunderstorm development: e.g. vertical wind shear, solar588
radiation (magnitude), orographic forcing or jetstream divergence (vertical wind, stability589
of atmosphere).590
• Experiments with different shapes of the fuzzy input sets and various sizes of the transition591
areas: tuning of the fuzzy logic system could lead to an improvement of the Cb-LIKE forecast592
quality.593
In conclusion, Cb-LIKE with its innovative fuzzy logic approach shows promising results in594
providing probabilistic thunderstorm forecasts up to 6 hours. The comparison with the synthetic595
radar data shows that this new algorithm is a sensible method for thunderstorm forecasting on596
the basis of COSMO-DE model data. For an easy and appealing visualisation, the Cb-LIKE597
forecasts are implemented in the WxFUSION system (TAFFERNER et al., 2008; FORSTER and598
TAFFERNER, 2008) with its graphical user interface for visualisation and allows a straightforward599
comparison of the new forecasts with other data sources for scientific purposes.600
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Figure 1: The whole domain covered by the COSMO-DE model which is driven by German Meteorological Service
(DWD) (Source: BALDAUF et al., 2011).
Figure 2: European radar composite at 08 June 2004 at 1400 UTC. The black framed square illustrates the domain
covered by Rad-TRAM (Source: KOBER and TAFFERNER, 2009).
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Figure 3: Outline of a general fuzzy logic system which is divided into three main working steps: fuzzification, fuzzy
logic inference and defuzzification (Source: DJAM et al., 2011).
low moderate high
CAPE/[j/kg] 0 to 700 300 to 1300 900 to 2000
Omega/[hPa/h] 0 to -50 -10 to -130 -90 to -140
Radar/dBZ 0 to 30 9 to 51 30 to 60
CloudTop/K 200 to 236 214 to 266 244 to 280
Table 1: Value ranges of the four input parameters which are covered by the input sets low, moderate and high,
respectively.
Input sets Virtual score
CAPEhigh, Omegahigh, Radarhigh, CloudToplow +1
CAPEmoderate, Omegamoderate, Radarmoderate, Satellitmoderate 0
CAPElow , Omegalow , Radarlow , Satellithigh -1
Table 2: Outline of the assignment of the virtual scores (xi) (-1/0/1) to the fuzzy input sets.
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(a) CAPE (b) Omega
(c) Cloud top temperature (d) Radar reflectivity
Figure 4: Three membership functions (low, moderate, high) assign the four crisp input parameters CAPE (a), Omega
(b), cloud top temperature (c), and radar reflectivity (d) membership grades between 0 and 1 to the associated fuzzy
input set(s), respectively. On each figure the abscissa comprises a certain value range whereas the ordinate includes the
membership grade from 0 to 1.
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Lower limit Conjunction with output sets Upper limit
-1.0 <= m Very low m < -0.6
-0.6 <= m low m < -0.2
-0.2 <= m moderate m <= 0.2
0.2 < m high m <= 0.6
0.6 < m very high m <= 1.0
Table 3: Outline of the conjunction of a decision rule to a specific output set dependent on the weighted average m.
Output set Number of rules
Very low 5
Low 26
Moderate 19
High 26
Very high 5
Table 4: Exact conjunction of all 81 ”if...then” decision rules to the fuzzy output sets within Cb-LIKE.
Figure 5: Five fuzzy output sets (very low, low, moderate, high, very high) cover a range from 0 to 100 on the abscissa
for the calculation of the final output of Cb-LIKE: the thunderstorm indicator. The ordinate comprises the membership
grade from 0 up to 1.
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(a) Weighted input sets lead to a low thunderstorm
indicator of 29.5
(b) Weighted input sets lead to a high thunderstorm
indicator of 67.1
(c) Weighted input sets lead to a moderate
thunderstorm indicator of 46.1
Figure 6: The diagrams (a) to (c) show the different thunderstorm indicators as obtained from the five fuzzy output sets
featuring certain membership grades caused by the different input parameters. The membership grades are illustrated as
coloured surfaces. In (a) the input parameters CAPE = 450.0 j/kg, Omega = -45.0 hPa/h, Radar reflectivity = 23.0 dBZ
and Cloud top temperature = 260.0 K lead to a rather low indicator of 29.5. In (b) the high indicator of 67.1 is calculated
using the following input parameters: CAPE = 950.0 j/kg, Omega = -98.0 hPa/h, Radar reflectivity = 41.0 dBZ and Cloud
top temperature = 228.0 K. In figure (c) a moderate indicator of 46.1 bases on the input parameters CAPE = 450.0 j/kg,
Omega = -98.0 hPa/h, Radar reflectivity = 41.0 dBZ and Cloud top temperature = 260.0 K.
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(a) Storm activity at 1300 UTC plus corresponding
Cb-LIKE forecast from 1200 UTC
(b) Storm activity at 1400 UTC plus corresponding
Cb-LIKE forecast from 1200 UTC
(c) Storm activity at 1500 UTC plus corresponding
Cb-LIKE forecast from 1200 UTC
(d) Storm activity at 1600 UTC plus corresponding
Cb-LIKE forecast from 1200 UTC
(e) Storm activity at 1700 UTC plus corresponding
Cb-LIKE forecast from 1200 UTC
(f) Storm activity at 1800 UTC plus corresponding
Cb-LIKE forecast from 1200 UTC
Figure 7: The diagrams (a) to (f) show the observed thunderstorm activity (Rad-TRAM data) from 1300 up to 1800 UTC
and the corresponding one to six hours Cb-LIKE indicator prognoses from 1200 UTC on 22 June 2011. The thunderstorm
activity is represented by blue contour lines whereas the Cb-LIKE forecasts are displayed as coloured areas based upon
the COSMO-DE model run from 1200 UTC. The figures encompass the whole domain of the COSMO-DE model.
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(a) CAPE (b) OMEGA on 500 hPa level
(c) Cloud top temperature (d) Synthetic radar reflectivity
Figure 8: The diagrams (a) to (d) show the observed thunderstorm activity (Rad-TRAM data) at 1600 UTC on 22 June
2011 plus the corresponding COSMO-DE parameters (CAPE, OMEGA (500 hPa), Cloud top temperature and Radar
reflectivity) which are used within the Cb-LIKE algorithm. The parameters are extracted from the 1200 UTC model run.
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(a) Storm activity at 1400 UTC plus corresponding
synthetic radar reflectivity field based on
COSMO-DE model run from 1200 UTC
(b) As (a) for 0900 UTC COSMO-DE model run
(c) As (a) for 0600 UTC COSMO-DE model run (d) As (a) for 0300 UTC COSMO-DE model run
(e) As (a) for 0000 UTC COSMO-DE model run
Figure 9: The diagrams (a) to (e) show the observed thunderstorm activity (Rad-TRAM data) and the corresponding
synthetic radar reflectivity fields of the last five COSMO-DE model runs (1200 - 0000 UTC) of the time-lagged ensemble
in upper Bavaria at 1500 UTC on 05 August 2011. The thunderstorm activity is represented by blue contour lines whereas
the reflectivity values are displayed as coloured areas.
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(a) Storm activity at 1500 UTC plus corresponding
Cb-LIKE forecast based on the COSMO-DE model
run from 1200 UTC
(b) As (a) for 0900 UTC COSMO-DE model run
(c) As (a) for 0600 UTC COSMO-DE model run (d) As (a) for 0300 UTC COSMO-DE model run
(e) As (a) for 0000 UTC COSMO-DE model run
Figure 10: The figures (a) to (e) show the observed thunderstorm activity (Rad-TRAM data) at 1500 UTC on 05 August
2011 and the corresponding Cb indicator prognoses based on the last five COSMO-DE model runs (1200 - 0000 UTC)
of the time-lagged ensemble. The thunderstorm activity is represented by blue contour lines whereas the Cb indicator
prognoses are displayed as coloured areas. The figures encompass mainly upper Bavaria.
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Figure 11: Four different events are possible within a deterministc object comparison: hits, false alarms, misses and
correct negatives. This kind of table represents a so-called 2x2 contingency table (adapted from WILKS, 2006).
Figure 12: Within the traditional verification a box-to-box comparison between observation and forecast is applied
(left/middle figure). The neighbourhood verification approach uses additionally a defined neighbourhood around the box
to be evaluated (right figure) within the forecast field. As a result the spatial distance between forecast and observation
can be taken into account within the verification. Source of the figure: EBERT (2008).
Size in grid points Edge length/km
1x1 2.8
3x3 8.4
7x7 19.6
11x11 30.8
15x15 42.0
19x19 53.2
23x23 64.4
27x27 75.6
31x31 86.8
Table 5: Outline of the applied neighbourhood ensemble within the neighbourhood verification. In the left column the
nine different neighbourhood sizes in grid points are displayed, the right column contains the corresponding edge lengths
in kilometres.
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Cb-LIKE indicator Radar reflectivity/dBZ
20 10
30 20
40 30
50 37
60 40
70 50
80 60
Table 6: Outline of the applied threshold ensembles for Cb-LIKE indicator and the COSMO-DE synthetic radar field
within the neighbourhood verification. Seven different indicator values and dBZ values are used for the object defining
out of both prognoses fields, respectively.
(a) BIAS for Cb-LIKE indicator prognoses (b) BIAS for COSMO-DE synthetic radar prognoses
Figure 13: Calculated verification results of the BIAS for the Cb-LIKE indicator forecasts (a) and COSMO-DE synthetic
radar prognoses (b) for all 63 threshold and neighbourhood combinations.
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Figure 14: Successful tuning of both data fields to a BIAS = 1. The requested thresholds are 30 for the Cb-LIKE indicator
and 41 dBZ for the synthetic radar field. Averaged over all neighbourhood sizes the BIAS attains a value of approximately
one for both fields, respectively. The two thresholds were calculated by performing an iterative approach.
Figure 15: Direct comparison of the FAR between Cb-LIKE and the synthetic radar field of the COSMO-DE model over
all neighbourhood sizes. The results of the FAR are calculated under application of the thresholds featuring a mean BIAS
= 1 (Indicator = 30, dBZ= 41).
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Figure 16: Direct comparison of the POD between Cb-LIKE and the synthetic radar field of the COSMO-DE model over
all neighbourhood sizes.
Figure 17: Direct comparison of the CSI between Cb-LIKE and the synthetic radar field of the COSMO-DE model over
all neighbourhood sizes.
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Indicator Mean FAR Probability
20 0.75 25 %
30 0.70 30 %
40 0.64 36 %
50 0.49 51 %
60 0.45 55 %
70 0.36 64 %
80 0.32 68 %
Indicator Mean FAR Probability
20 0.47 53 %
30 0.40 60 %
40 0.35 65 %
50 0.21 79 %
60 0.18 82 %
70 0.14 86 %
80 0.10 90 %
Table 7: Both tables show the transformation of the Cb-LIKE indicator values into probabilities using the FAR out of
the verification. The left column shows the different Cb-LIKE indicator thresholds from 20 to 80, the middle one the
corresponding results of the FAR, respectively. The right column displays the corresponding thunderstorm probabilities
which are calculated by (1−FAR)∗100. The edge lengths of the used neighbourhoods are 2.8 km (left table) and 53.2
km (right table).
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